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SUMMARY

Vesicle sharing between synaptic boutons is an
important component of the recycling process that
synapses employ to maintain vesicle pools. However, the mechanisms supporting and regulating
vesicle transport during the inter-synaptic exchange
remain poorly understood. Using nanometer-resolution tracking of individual synaptic vesicles and
advanced computational algorithms, we find that
long-distance axonal transport of synaptic vesicles
between hippocampal boutons is partially mediated
by the actin network, with myosin V as the primary
actin-dependent motor that drives this vesicle
transport. Furthermore, we find that vesicle exit
from the synapse to the axon and long-distance
vesicle transport are both rapidly and dynamically
regulated by activity. We corroborated these findings with two complementary modeling approaches
of vesicle exit, which closely reproduced experimental observations. These findings uncover the
roles of actin and myosin V in supporting the inter-synaptic vesicle exchange and reveal that this
process is dynamically modulated in an activitydependent manner.
INTRODUCTION
Central synapses typically contain a small pool of releasable
vesicles and orchestrate a local vesicle recycling program
to sustain release (Fernández-Alfonso and Ryan, 2006). In
addition to recycling within the synaptic boutons, a long-distance inter-synaptic vesicle exchange (ISVE) mechanism for
maintaining vesicle pools has been described in which vesicles travel along the axon from one bouton to another
(Darcy et al., 2006; Staras et al., 2010). A significant proportion of vesicles have been found to participate in ISVE, with
estimates ranging from 15% to a majority of vesicles, depending on model system (Kamin et al., 2010; Peng et al.,
2012; Westphal et al., 2008). Yet the molecular mechanisms
of ISVE remain poorly understood. Moreover, how vesicle
exit/capture is initiated and regulated at synaptic boutons
is unknown.

Vesicle motion during ISVE has been thought to be mediated
by microtubule-based transport (Darcy et al., 2006; Kamin et al.,
2010; Staras et al., 2010; Westphal et al., 2008). However,
axons and presynaptic terminals are also rich in actin (Cingolani
and Goda, 2008). Whether the actin cytoskeleton plays a role in
vesicle motion and recycling at synapses remains controversial
(Morales et al., 2000; Sankaranarayanan et al., 2003; Shupliakov et al., 2002). Similarly, at least two actin-dependent motors—myosins IIb and Va—have been identified in presynaptic
terminals of central neurons, but their role in synaptic vesicle
motion is poorly understood (Kneussel and Wagner, 2013).
Myosin IIb has limited processive ability (Norstrom et al.,
2010) and is thought to function primarily to generate tension
and promote actin dynamics (Kneussel and Wagner, 2013).
Myosin Va is a processive motor and a synaptic-vesicle-associated protein (Takamori et al., 2006) that was found to support
vesicle trafficking in chromaffin cells (Rose et al., 2003), cerebellar granule cells (Bridgman, 1999), and retrograde transport
of large dense core vesicles (LDCVs) in hippocampal neurons
(Bittins et al., 2010). Yet the role of myosin Va in synaptic function is controversial because major synaptic defects were
observed in myosin Va dominant-negative mutant mice flailer
(Yoshii et al., 2013) and due to myosin Va knockdown (Correia
et al., 2008), but no synaptic defects were found in hippocampal
(Schnell and Nicoll, 2001) or sympathetic neurons (Takagishi
et al., 2005) in another strain of myosin Va mutant mice.
Whether actin-based transport and specifically the myosin V
class of molecular motors play a role in vesicle mobility during
ISVE is largely unknown.
The ISVE has been generally thought to be a constitutive activity-independent process (Darcy et al., 2006; Staras et al., 2010).
However, recent evidence suggests that at least some components of ISVE might be regulated by activity because the rate
of vesicle redistribution among neighboring synapses was found
to be increased with prolonged 1-hr stimulation (Fisher-Lavie
et al., 2011). Moreover, activity-dependent capture of transiting
peptidergic vesicles has also been observed in the neuralmuscular junction (NMJ) (Shakiryanova et al., 2006). How exit/
capture and transport of vesicles during ISVE are regulated by
activity in central neurons remains unclear.
Here, we apply single-vesicle imaging and computational motion analyses to uncover a major role for the actin network and
myosin V in driving vesicle transport during ISVE. Our results
further show that ISVE is rapidly and dynamically regulated in
an activity-dependent manner.
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Figure 1. Actin and Myosin V Support Vesicle Motility during ISVE
(A–C) Example vesicle tracks that leave their respective synapse of origin and travel along the axon for CT (A), Myo-1 (B), and Lat-A (C) conditions overlaid on a
corresponding whole-synapse image, with synapses outlined (dashed outlines). Frame-to-frame velocity is represented by the color bar.
(D) Cumulative distributions of frame-to-frame angular displacement outside synapses for CT (black), Myo-1 (red), and Lat-A (yellow). Dashed line indicates a
purely diffusive motility. Solid lines are computational models of the data (Supplemental Experimental Procedures Appendix 2).
(E) Same as (D) for angular displacement inside synapses.
(F) Cumulative distributions of instantaneous velocity outside synapses. Solid lines are analytical fits to the data (Supplemental Experimental Procedures
Appendix 2).
(G) Same as (F) for inside synapses.
(H) Frequency of pausing outside the synapses measured as a function of distance because vesicles spend little time (2–5 s) along an axon but travel a
significant distance (>1,000 nm).
(I) Frequency of pausing inside the synapse measured as a function of time because vesicles spend most of time inside a synapse (20–40 s) but do not travel
large distances (300–400 nm).
The scale bar in (C) is 1 mm and is the same for (A)–(C). In (H) and (I), error bars represent means ± SEM. In all figures, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, and *p < 0.05.

RESULTS
Actin Network and Myosin V Support Vesicle Motility
during ISVE
To examine mechanisms of synaptic vesicle motion during ISVE,
we employed a nanometer-resolution single-vesicle tracking
approach that has previously allowed us to follow motion of
individual vesicles inside hippocampal boutons (Peng et al.,
2012). Sparse labeling of individual vesicles was achieved in
hippocampal cultured neurons 12–16 days in vitro (DIV12–16)
via compensatory endocytosis and uptake of fluorescent lipophilic marker SGC5 (10 mM; Wu et al., 2009) evoked by a
pair of stimuli at 100 ms. Because of low release probability
(0.07 under our experimental conditions at 37 C), the twoAP stimulation leads to dye uptake at most by one or two vesicles per synapse (Peng et al., 2012). Vesicle motion was recorded for 70 s at 10 frames/s, and a single-particle tracking
approach (Jaqaman et al., 2008; Peng et al., 2012) was used
to reconstruct their trajectories with 20-nm precision. Each single-vesicle movie was followed by a strong staining/destaining
procedure in which the locations of functional synapses were
identified as local maximums that stained/destained upon strong
stimulation.

In agreement with previous studies (Darcy et al., 2006; Kamin
et al., 2010; Staras et al., 2010; Westphal et al., 2008), we
observed that a significant proportion of these recently endocytosed vesicles, 20%, exit synaptic boutons and travel along
the axons from one bouton to another (Figure 1A; Movie S1).
We examined the roles of actin-dependent transport in general
and myosin V in particular in this ISVE process. We first focused
on a subset of the most mobile vesicles that exhibited a substantial (>2 s) component of axonal transport and had at least
one functional bouton associated with their trajectories (via
exit or capture or both). To probe the role of actin, we used
Latrunculin A (Lat-A), which destabilizes the actin network by
sequestering free actin monomers and removes the network
over time (Coué et al., 1987). To examine the role of myosin V,
we used an agent MyoVin-1 (Myo-1), which has been shown
to specifically arrest the myosin V ATP/ADP cycle, thus making
myosin V transition from a processive motor to a tether (Islam
et al., 2010). Initial examination of vesicle tracks suggested
that presence of either Lat-A or Myo-1 strongly reduced the
apparent vesicle motility along the axon during ISVE relative
to control condition (CT) (Figures 1A–1C; n = 9–12 tracks per
condition; analysis of the entire vesicle population is described
below).
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To determine which characteristics of vesicle motion were
affected by these agents, we examined motion directionality,
velocity, and pausing separately along the axon and within boutons (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures Appendix 1 for
details). First, to evaluate motion directionality, we examined
angular displacement, which determines how much a vesicle
changes its direction (angle) from one frame to the next, so that
directed vesicle motion has a distribution of angles with preference (bias) toward zero, whereas random vesicle motion does
not have a directional preference and appears as an even distribution of all angles. We observed that a large fraction of vesicle
motion along the axon was directional under basal conditions
(CT), as evidenced by a pronounced bias toward 0 in the angular
displacement distribution (0 being perfectly directed; Figure 1D;
q = 18 ± 4 degrees). This directionality bias was strongly reduced
in the presence of either Lat-A or Myo-1 (Lat-A: q = 42 ± 4
degrees; Myo-1: q = 35 ± 4 degrees; p < 0.01 for all; two-tailed
t test). To confirm that the observed directionality bias is
indeed due to directed vesicle motion, we performed a dynamic
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of angular displacement curves
arising from a mixture of directed and random motion (Supplemental Experimental Procedures Appendix 2). The MC simulation
of vesicle motion in CT showed that it was mostly directed
(65% ± 5% directed), whereas the fraction of directed motion
was strongly reduced in the presence of Myo-1 and Lat-A
(Myo-1: 50% ± 5% directed; Lat-A: 40% ± 5% directed).
The instantaneous vesicle velocity distribution in the axon
above 0.5 mm/s was also significantly reduced in the presence
of either Lat-A or Myo-1 (Figure 1F). The cumulative velocity
distribution in the axon followed a double exponential, with
slow and fast components (slow = 0.15 ± 0.01 mm/s; fast =
0.52 ± 0.01 mm/s). In the presence of either Lat-A or Myo-1,
the fraction of axonal vesicle velocity above 0.5 mm/s was
reduced from 20% to 5% (as determined by fitting cumulative
distributions as described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures Appendix 2; Lat-A, p = 0.004; Myo-1, p = 0.04; twotailed t test; Table S1), whereas the Lat-A and Myo-1 fractions
were not significantly different (Table S1; p = 0.13; two-tailed
t test). Moreover, in the presence of Lat-A and Myo-1, cumulative plots of axonal vesicle velocity are best fit with a
single rather than a double exponential (Lat-A and Myo-1
v = 0.2 ± 0.02 mm/s). These results suggest that the faster
component of vesicle motion in the axon is mediated, in part,
by actin and myosin V.
Actin destabilization or inhibition of myosin V also affected the
directed motion of this vesicle subpopulation within the synaptic
boutons. Vesicle motion within the boutons was biased toward
directional (Figure 1E; q = 42 ± 4 degrees), albeit to a lesser
extent than during axonal transport. This directionality was
further strongly reduced in the presence of either Lat-A or
Myo-1 (Figure 1E; Table S1; p < 0.001 for both; two-tailed t
test). Our MC model (Supplemental Experimental Procedures
Appendix 2) confirmed that vesicle motion within the boutons
was less directed than the motion during axonal transport
(45% ± 5% directed). MC simulations further confirmed a
decreased directionality of vesicle motion inside the boutons
in the presence of Myo-1 (20% ± 2.5% directed) and Lat-A
(15% ± 2.5% directed).
2098 Cell Reports 18, 2096–2104, February 28, 2017

Vesicle velocity distribution within the synaptic boutons fit to a
single exponential (CT = 0.15 ± 0.01 mm/s), consistent with a
strongly reduced contribution of high-velocity motion above
0.5 mm/s. The average velocity inside the synapse was not significantly affected by Myo-1 (Table S1; p = 0.48; two-tailed t test)
but was slightly increased in the presence of Lat-A as compared
to CT or Myo-1 (Table S1; p < 0.01 for both; two-tailed t test). This
result is consistent with the major role of actin as a tether for vesicles in the recycling pool (Cingolani and Goda, 2008; Morales
et al., 2000); when the actin network is removed with Lat-A, vesicles likely become more diffusive and thus show an increased
mobility in the lower part of the velocity distribution but also
exhibit a more random motion as observed in the angular
displacement distribution (Figure 1E). It is still possible that
Myo-1 does reduce vesicle velocity within boutons, given that
directionality is reduced (Figure 1E); however, the localization
error in our measurements limits our ability to detect changes
in velocity at the lower end of the velocity distribution below
0.10–0.12 mm/s.
We next examined vesicle pausing behavior along the axon
and inside synaptic boutons (see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures Appendix 1 for details). Vesicle pausing during
axonal transport is a common phenomenon and has been of significant interest because it is believed to reflect multi-motor coordination (Ando et al., 2014). Consistent with the characteristics
of axonal transport of other organelles (Chen and Sheng, 2013),
synaptic vesicles underwent frequent pausing in the axons in
CT conditions (Figures 1A and 1H). The frequency of axonal
pauses increased significantly in the presence of Lat-A or
Myo-1 (Figure 1H; Table S1; p < 0.01 for CT/Lat-A, p < 0.05 for
CT/Myo-1, and p = 0.6 for Lat-A/Myo-1; two-tailed t test). We
observed no changes in the frequency of pausing inside the synapse (Figure 1I; Table S1; p > 0.18 for all; two-tailed t test).
These results suggest that, for the subpopulation of most mobile vesicles, the actin network and myosin V play a significant
role in axonal vesicle transport during ISVE and also contribute
to vesicle motion within the boutons. Experiments below will
focus on the mechanisms and regulation of the long-distance
vesicle motion during ISVE, and we will not discuss mobility
within boutons further.
Myosin V Underlies Fast Component of Long-Range
Vesicle Motility
To provide further mechanistic insight into the role of myosin V in
ISVE, we developed a correlation-based motion analysis
approach (Figure S1; Supplemental Experimental Procedures
Appendix 1) that allows us to isolate and study epochs of fastdirected motion commonly associated with motor-mediated
transport (Lu et al., 2006). This quantitative approach combines
information about instantaneous velocity, directional correlation,
and time spent in a given motion to separate vesicle motility into
three non-overlapping sub-categories (Figures 2A, 2B, and S1;
Supplemental Experimental Procedures Appendix 1): (1) the
fast-directed motility (v > 0.2 mm/s; q < 80 degrees; T > 0.5 s),
which we call fast-directed runs; (2) the slowest undirected
motility (v < 0.2 mm/s; average <q > > 70 degrees; T > 0.5 s),
which we call pauses; and (3) the remaining intermediate motility.
Because this study concentrates on directed vesicle transport
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Figure 2. Myosin V Underlies Fastest Component of Directed Vesicle
Motility
(A and B) Representative examples of CT (A) and Myo-1 (B) tracks exhibiting
fast-directed runs (magenta), intermediate motility (green), and pauses (blue),
as determined by a transient motion analysis (Supplemental Experimental
Procedures Appendix 1). Tick marks are 500 nm.
(C) The maximum displacement of vesicles that engage in at least one fastdirected run.
(D) Same as (C) for the average length of individual fast-directed runs.
(E) Same as (C) for vesicle velocity per run.
(F) Same as (C) for the time spent in fast-directed runs.

during ISVE, we focused our analyses on the first component,
fast-directed motion, and applied this approach to the entire
population of vesicles we imaged (tracks with at least one

long-range directed run: CT: 115 tracks from 12 independent
cultures; Myo-1: 31 tracks from eight independent cultures).
To present and explain the motion mechanics that we quantify
using our correlated motion analysis, we first focus on the differences measured between CT and Myo-1 conditions (Figures 2A
and 2B). We first examined the contribution of myosin V to
vesicle motility by determining how Myo-1 affected the average
length of the individual fast-directed runs (run length) and the
total distance vesicles travel during the entire observation time
(max displacement) (Figures 2C and 2D). The average distance
a vesicle travels during a fast-directed run was significantly
reduced in the presence of Myo-1 (CT: 323 ± 11 nm; Myo-1:
243 ± 10 nm; p < 0.01; two-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov [KS]
test). The total vesicle displacement was also reduced by myosin
V inhibition (CT: 1,252 ± 39 nm; Myo-1: 902 ± 75 nm; p < 0.01;
two-tailed KS test). The effect of Myo-1 is evident along
the entire range of vesicle displacement from 200 nm to
5,000 nm, which is well beyond the average bouton size of
650 ± 17 nm in our cultures (Figure S2). Therefore, this result supports the important role for myosin V in synaptic vesicle motility,
with a major contribution to long-distance axonal vesicle transport during ISVE.
Second, to understand further how myosin V contributes to
fast-directed vesicle motility, we examined the individual metrics
of directed motion: velocity; time in run; and number of runs. The
length of an individual directed run is a product of vesicle velocity
during the run and the time in run, whereas the overall displacement that vesicles undergo while in directed motion is a product
of the individual run length and the number of such runs during
the observation time. We found that both the average velocity
during a fast-directed run and the duration of each run were
significantly reduced in the presence of Myo-1 (Figures 2E and
2F; Table S1; velocity: p = 0.043; duration: p = 0.036; two-tailed
KS test), whereas the total number of runs was not significantly
altered (Table S1; p = 0.54; two-tailed KS test).
We next sought to confirm the Myo-1 results using a different
myosin V inhibitor that has also been shown to inhibit the myosin
V ATP/ADP cycle, pentabromopseudilin (PBP). Similarly to
Myo-1, inhibition of myosin V with PBP significantly reduced total
vesicle displacement, run length, time in run, and velocity of
fast-directed motion (Figures 3A–3D and S3; Table S1; run
length: p < 0.001; total displacement: p < 0.001; time in run:
p = 0.036; velocity: p = 0.008; two-tailed KS test). The extent
of these changes was the same as that caused by Myo-1 (Table
S1; Myo-1/PBP: p > 0.59 for all; two-tailed KS test). In contrast,
control experiments using incubation with DMSO alone showed
no effect on any of these parameters (Figures 3A–3D; Table S1).
These results support our above observations that myosin V
plays a major role in mediating directed vesicle motion during
ISVE.
Myosin V Processive Motion along Actin Network
Supports Synaptic Vesicle Transport during
Intersynaptic Exchange
Mechanistically, the above results can be explained by three
possible models of vesicle transport during ISVE. (1) Myosin V
may serve as the processive motor along an actin network that
mediates a component of vesicle transport between synaptic
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Figure 3. Actin Mediates Myosin V Function
in Long-Range Vesicle Motility
(A) The maximum vesicle displacement during
observation in different conditions.
(B) The average length of a fast-directed run.
(C) The average velocity during a directed run.
(D) The average duration of a fast-directed run.
Number of tracks that had at least one fast
directed run: CT: 115; Myo-1: 31; Lat-A: 48; PBP:
29; DMSO: 66; Lat-A/Myo-1: 43. All data are presented as mean from cumulative distribution fits ±
SEM to make differences clearly distinguishable.

C

D

boutons; this actin-dependent transport occurs interchangeably
with vesicle transport along a microtubule network, a model
consistent with only a partial reduction in directed vesicle motion
when myosin V is inhibited (model 1). (2) Alternatively, because of
the close opposition of actin and microtubule tracks in the axon
(Ganguly et al., 2015), myosin V may act as a tether on an actin
network, whereas vesicle transport is mediated by a microtubule
network alone. (3) Finally, myosin V has also been recently shown
to electrostatically interact with the microtubule network to stabilize and promote kinesin-1-mediated transport; therefore,
myosin V may regulate synaptic vesicle transport without the
need for an actin network (Ali et al., 2007, 2008).
To distinguish these three possible models, we examined the
effects of destabilizing the actin network with Lat-A on fastdirected vesicle motility with or without concomitant inhibition of
myosin V. We found that both the average length of individual
fast-directed runs and the total vesicle displacement significantly
decreased in the presence of Lat-A (Figures 3A, 3B, and S3;
Table S1; p < 0.01 for both; two-tailed KS test). The extent of these
changes was the same as that caused by Myo-1 or Lat-A/Myo-1
combined (Figures 3A and 3B; Table S1; p > 0.50 for all; two-tailed
KS test). These results suggest that an actin network is required
for the function of myosin V in directed vesicle motility. Therefore
model 3 (which is independent of actin) is unlikely. Consistent with
these results, we found that the average time in a fast-directed
run was also significantly reduced in the presence of Lat-A
(Figure 3D; Table S1; CT/Lat-A: p = 0.036; two-tailed KS test),
and this reduction was the same as the effect of Myo-1 alone (Figure 3D; Table S1; Lat-A/Myo-1: p = 0.99; two-tailed KS test) or LatA+Myo-1 combined (Figure 3D; CT/Lat-A+Myo-1: p = 0.005;
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Myo-1/Lat-A+Myo-1: p = 0.98; two-tailed
KS test). Together with the observed
changes in the run length (Figure 3B; Table
S1), this argues against model 2, in which
myosin V acts as a tether on actin network,
because in this case, destabilization of an
actin network should relieve the tethering
effect of myosin V and increase rather
than decrease fast-directed run duration
and length. Our measurements thus support the model 1, in which vesicles are
transported between terminals interchangeably on actin and microtubule networks. The similar extent of changes in
directed motion caused by actin destabilization and myosin V
inhibition further suggests that myosin V is the predominant
member of myosin family of motors that drives vesicle motility
along the actin network.
This model is also consistent with the observation that the
average velocity of fast-directed runs was reduced by inhibition
of myosin V but was no longer statistically different from CT in the
presence of Lat-A or Lat-A/Myo-1 (Figure 4C; Table S1; p = 0.46
and p = 0.43, respectively; two-tailed KS test). This somewhat
counterintuitive result fits within model 1, in which the average
velocity of directed vesicle motion represents the average of
actin- and microtubule-dependent types of movements. In the
presence of Myo-1, but with the intact actin network, vesicle
transport along the actin-dependent portion of its track still occurs, albeit with strongly reduced efficiency/speed, thus contributing to the overall reduction in the average speed of directed
motion. In contrast, when the actin network is destabilized with
Lat-A, vesicles are transported entirely along the microtubule
network and inhibition of myosin V no longer contributes to the
average vesicle speed. Our results thus support the model that
ISVE relies interchangeably on actin and microtubule networks.
Synaptic Vesicle Exit Rate from the Synapse to the Axon
Is Activity Dependent
ISVE critically depends on ability of vesicles to exit synaptic boutons; yet whether this aspect of vesicle sharing is dependent on
myosin V and/or is regulated in an activity-dependent manner
has not been examined thus far. To address these questions,
we stimulated neurons during our single-vesicle-tracking experiments for 10 s at 20 Hz, with a 10-s delay from the beginning of
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Figure 4. Vesicle Exit from the Synapse and Fast Long-Range Motility Are Activity Dependent
(A) A cartoon model showing labeled vesicles exiting from the synapse at a constant rate (z) that are replaced by un-labeled vesicles at the same rate (c). Over
time, reduction in labeled vesicles inside the synapse reduces the apparent vesicle exit rate (zobs).
(B) The fraction of labeled vesicles remaining in the synapse over time. Stimulus duration is marked by dashed lines. CT-NoStim, CT with no stimulation during the
entire 0- to 40-s period; CT-Stim and Myo-1-Stim, CT or Myo-1 with stimulation during 10- to 20-s period. Lines are analytical (solid line) and computational
(dashed lines) models.
(C) The slope from (B), with SE, for each condition plotted as a function of specific time period.
(D) The maximum displacement of vesicles in the absence (gray) or presence (black) of stimulation for a subset of vesicles that travel beyond the synapse (600 nm)
and have at least one fast-directed run, plotted as cumulative fraction.
(E) Same as (D) for the length of individual fast-directed runs.
(F) Same as (D) for the velocity of fast-directed runs.
(G) Same as (D) for the time spent in a fast-directed run.

recording, in the presence/absence of Myo-1. We quantified
vesicle exit rates in a subset of vesicles that were localized within
a synaptic bouton at T = 0 (Figure 4A) but excluded vesicles that
were already in the axon or appeared inside the synapse after T =
0 because we could not determine their synapse of origin. We
then measured how far each vesicle had traveled from the center
of the synapse (DS) as a function of time. At any given time point,
the vesicles remaining within 500 nm from the bouton center
were considered the remaining fraction within the synapse,
whereas vesicles that had moved beyond 500 nm (a distance
100 nm beyond the average bouton radius; Figure S2) were
considered to have exited the synapse; only one exit per bouton
was counted for each vesicle to avoid multiple apparent exit/reentry events from vesicles moving at the synapse periphery. We
then fit the rate of change in the number of vesicles that remained
within the synapse (DS < 500 nm) as a function of time (Figure 4B). We also quantified the vesicle exit rate (z) before, during,
and after stimulation separately (Figure 4C). Exit rate (z) was
determined as the slope of a linear fit to the data in each time
period.

We first observed that, without stimulation, the baseline rate of
vesicle exit decreased with time (Figure 4B; Table S1). This is
consistent with a statistical model in which labeled vesicles are
replaced by predominately un-labeled vesicles (Figure 4A).
Indeed, if a labeled vesicle that leaves the synapse is replaced
by an un-labeled vesicle while the rate of vesicle exit is constant,
then the observed vesicle exit rate should decrease with time
because it will become increasingly more likely that an unlabeled vesicle will leave the synapse but will be undetected,
thus reducing the observed exit rate. To better understand this
vesicle exit process, we modeled the vesicle exit rate in two
complementary ways: (1) analytically as a classic mechanical
friction model, in which the friction force is rate dependent,
and (2) in a computational dynamic MC model, in which a pool
of vesicles (labeled and un-labeled) is pulled from randomly (Figures 4A and 4B; Supplemental Experimental Procedures Appendix 3). The analytical model is based on the premise that vesicles
exit boutons as a continuous flow from a general pool, whereas
the computational model is based on the premise that vesicle
exit is a discrete process with a single vesicle exit per unit of
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time. Both models captured the entire time dependence of
experimentally observed vesicle exit/retention curves with a single constant exit rate (Figure 4B; z0 = 1.3 ± 0.1 3 10 2 fraction/s
both for analytical and computational models). This baseline rate
of vesicle exit from the synapse in the absence of activity was not
affected by inhibition of myosin V (Figures 4B and 4C; Table S1;
p = 0.14; repeated measures [RM]-ANOVA).
In the presence of stimulation, vesicle exit rate slowed down
significantly compared to the baseline exit rate in the absence
of stimulation during the same time period (Figures 4B and
4C; Table S1; p < 0.01; RM-ANOVA). These activity-dependent
changes in the vesicle exit rate were not affected by inhibition of myosin V (Figures 4B and 4C; Table S1; p = 0.14;
RM-ANOVA). The entire stimulus-dependent time decay of
vesicle exit rate was captured both analytically and computationally by modeling a 3-fold reduction in the decay rate during
stimulation (z[10–20 s] = z0/3 0.45 3 10 2 fraction/s) followed
by an increase back to the baseline rate after the end of stimulation (z[20–40 s] = z0 1.3 3 10 2 fraction/s). These results suggest that the mechanism by which vesicles undergo exit from a
synapse into the axon is activity dependent but myosin V independent. We note that we could not quantitatively determine
whether the vesicle exit rate was actin dependent because
disruption of actin with Lat-A greatly reduced the total number
of vesicles that exited the synapse.
Vesicle Motility between Synaptic Boutons Is Activity
Dependent
We further examined whether the vesicle axonal transport during
ISVE is activity dependent. We compared the metrics of fastdirected runs with and without stimulation (10 s at 20 Hz) for
the subset of vesicles that have a maximum displacement
greater than 600 nm and over their entire observed travel time.
As in the analysis above, this value represents travel distance
beyond the average synapse size (Figure S2) and thus selects
for a vesicle subpopulation that likely has a component of
ISVE. We observed that overall vesicle displacement was significantly reduced during stimulation (Figure 4D; Table S1; p < 0.01;
two-tailed KS test). This effect was due to a significant reduction
in the length of individual fast-directed runs with stimulation (Figure 4E; Table S1; p < 0.01; two-tailed KS test), whereas the time
in run was not affected by stimulation (p = 0.15; two-tailed KS
test).
Finally, we examined whether these activity-evoked changes
involve myosin V, because myosin V activation/function are
known to be Ca2+-dependent (Lu et al., 2006; Rose et al.,
2003). We quantified the percentage of time vesicles engaged
in directed motility as a function of stimulus in CT and in the presence of Myo-1 (Supplemental Experimental Procedures Appendix 4). Stimulation decreased the time in directed motion by
half under both conditions (Figure S4A), indicating the lack of
relationship between myosin V inhibition and effect of stimulation.
This can be seen more clearly when we quantify the ratio of the
time vesicle spent in directed motion in CT versus Myo-1 conditions, which remained the same before and during stimulation
(Figure S4B; before/after: p = 0.14; two-way mixed RM-ANOVA),
indicating that effects of stimulation on vesicle transport are not
myosin V dependent. Because our focus in this work is primarily
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the role of myosin V in vesicle motility, we did not investigate the
mechanisms of activity-dependent changes further.
DISCUSSION
Axonal transport of synaptic components has generally been
thought to be mediated by microtubule network, with cargo unloaded and switched to actin for local delivery (Cingolani and
Goda, 2008). The actin network, therefore, has been viewed to
have a structural rather than propulsive role (Sankaranarayanan
et al., 2003). However, recent evidence indicates the presence of
an extensive dynamic actin network inside the axon, which is
both close and parallel to the microtubule network (Ganguly
et al., 2015) and supports long-distance axonal transport of neurotoxins, such as tetanus toxin (Lalli et al., 2003), as well as at
least some types of synaptic components, such as LDCVs (Bittins et al., 2010). Our results are consistent with the model in
which ISVE utilizes both actin and microtubule networks interchangeably, yet the actin-/myosin-V-dependent component of
ISVE is not limited to the vicinity of the boutons but rather extends far into axon and is comparable in length to distances between neighboring boutons.
We note that the pharmacological approach we used here
to acutely target actin and myosin V function has limitations.
Alternative genetic methods exist, such as myosin V mutant or
functional null mice (Schnell and Nicoll, 2001; Yoshii et al.,
2013), which can selectively target specific myosin V isoforms;
however, potential developmental or compensatory effects
could complicate interpretation of the findings (Schnell and Nicoll, 2001). Alternatively, the myosin-V-/synaptic-vesicle-binding
protein Rab3A could be targeted (Wollert et al., 2011), through
its phosphorylation process, to inhibit vesicle binding with
myosin V motors; however, this could also result in off-target effects on kinesin-1-mediated vesicle motility. Consequently, in
this report, we have focused on the most direct, acute, and
well-controlled method for determining the roles of actin and
myosin V in vesicle transport.
Our findings also indicate that ISVE is not a constitutive process as has been originally thought (Darcy et al., 2006; Staras
et al., 2010) but rather is rapidly and dynamically modulated by
neuronal activity, as evidenced by decreased vesicle exit rate
from the synapses and reduced axonal vesicle transport upon
stimulation. We observed that stimulation-evoked changes in
the vesicle exit rate had a very rapid onset and recovery on the
order of a few seconds. We found, however, that this activity
dependence arises from mechanisms distinct from Ca2+-dependent properties of myosin V. One possible mechanism of this activity dependence could be through a secondary anchor protein,
such as syntaphilin, which has been shown to regulate axonal
motility of mitochondria in a Ca2+-dependent manner via direct
binding to its motor protein, kinesin-1 (Chen and Sheng, 2013).
Future studies will determine the functional implications of the
increased vesicle retention and reduced axonal motility to synaptic transmission during neural activity and will reveal the molecular underpinnings of this regulation. Nevertheless, this activity-dependent vesicle-sharing mechanism provides insight into
the repertoire of dynamic mechanisms regulating synaptic transmission and may contribute to rapid synaptic plasticity.
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